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Why would a successful and seasoned venture capitalist, who cut his teeth on hundred million dollar deals, throw it to the
wind to write a book on where government has failed us? We represent Gregory Olinyk, author of ResoNation:
Enlightened Government For We The People, a timely book – especially with the Congressional problems and upcoming
mid-term elections. Olinyk, an everyday concerned citizen, did just that.
And, his concerns are not too far off. Every day, another alarming new statistic develops:
•
•
•

16% - Congressional approval; lowest point in 17 years (WSJ / NBC News Poll; Oct 2006)
69% - Congress considers themselves above the law (NY Times / CBS News poll; Oct 2006)
74% - Congress is out of touch (CNN poll; Oct 2006)

Olinyk’s answer:
ResoNation: Enlightened Government For We The People, a non-partisan book designed to transform our current form of
government into one that is beholden and responsive to fellow citizens rather than to big money and special interests.
It is also the first step in a comprehensive multimedia platform including, the DayLight Forum (www.daylightforum.org),
a virtual town, state, regional and national town hall, which openly discusses solutions – rather than divisions within
government. Americans are tired of conservatives and liberals constantly attacking each other rather than addressing the
challenges that face ALL of us.
The DayLight Forum and ResoNation do NOT propose the elimination of our current political parties; they simply
advocate a logical evolution. ResoNation is the first step, and one that permits us to respect and become better because of,
not in spite of, our differences.

“Let us not seek the Republican answer or the Democratic answer, but the right answer.”
-- John F Kennedy
Attached is a brief list of questions that will assist you in determining whether Olinyk would be a good interview.
Thank you,

Brian Kaplan

